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ABSTRACT 
CFST column are gaining increasing prominence in a 

variety of engineering structure with the principle cross 

section shapes being square ,rectangular and circular 

hollow section. Their usage provided excellent static and 

earthquake resistance properties, such as high strength 

,high ductility ,high stiffness and large energy absorption 

capacity. The main advantage of CFST column is that 

the steel tube in it acts as a permanent confinement for 

the concrete and also prevents spalling of concrete. 

CFST columns provide the benefits of both steel and 

concrete. This paper presents a review about the 

investigation done on behavior of CFST column by 

various researches with reference to various codal 

provisions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
CFST are structural member .The basic concept of CFST is 

that when the steel tube made we provided casing the 

concrete filling out side , it properties are modified by two 

combined effect on concrete as well as steel. In which 

hollow steel section is filled with high and experimental 

work has been carried out for the CFST members, the true 

strength ,their inelastic behavior and the concrete core 

confinement are not yet well understood and need more 

research. 

Rectangular CFST & circular CFST are being used widely 

in real civil engineering projects due to their excellent static 

and earthquake resistance properties  , such as high strength 

,high ductility and large energy absorption capacity. 

CFST column system has many advantage as compare with 

reinforced concrete system or the ordinary steel. The main 

advantage is the interction  between the concrete and the 

steel tube .No other reinforcement is needed since the tube 

act as longitudinal and lateral reinforcement for the concrete 

core. The more advantage can be obtained from composite 

columns through speedier , construction ,formwork savings , 

reduced loads on foundations increase useful space and 

lower maintenance and construction cost ,mainly CFST are 

used in seismic design ,roofs of storage tank and piers in 

bridges and many other structures. The confining effect 

causes the core concrete to behave in a tri-axial stress state. 

 

ADVANTAGE OVER REINFORCED CONCRETE: 

 

1. The concrete infill delays local buckling of the steel 

tube. 

2. The concrete infill is confined by the steel tube this 

effect increase the ductility and strength of the concrete 

core in steel tubes. 

3. The steel tube serves as permanent formwork for 

concrete core and longitudinal reinforcement, which 

result in rapid construction and significant saving in 

materials. 

4. The steel tube also support a amount of construction 

and permanent loads prior to the pumping of wet 

concrete. 

 

II. LITRATURE  REVIEW 
A significant amount of research work has been done 

on studying the concrete filled steel tube by many 

investigators using different techniques such as , 

1. Muhammad Naseem Baig ,FAN Jiansheng ,NIE 

Jianguo 

In an experiment study on the behavior of CFST 

axially loaded in comparison to failure .A total 28 

specimen out of which 16 were filled with concrete 

and 12 were hollow. Different cross section were 

tested to check the load capacity.  The result that 

were obtained experimentally were also compared 

with other previous published result and theoretical 

procedures .The length to diameter ratio of these 

column were between 4 and 9 . 

 

 

2. Jerom  Hajjar : 

The behavior of rectangular and circular concrete 

field steel tube beam – column and braces and 

particularly focused on their behavior when 

subjected to seismic loading. He also explained the 

behavior of CFST subjected to flexural,axial and 

torsional loading the effect of CFST behavior 

including creep composition action , shrinkage and 

stresses . 

3. Qing  Quan Liang : 

This paper present and effective theoretical model 

for non-linear inelastic model analysis of circular 

CFST column under eccentric loading.The model 

for normal and high strength concrete confined by 

either normal or high strength circular steel tube. 

The fundamental behavior of circular CFST column 

with concrete compressive strength, various 

diameter to thickness ratio , steel yield strength and 

sectional shaped is studies using the vertical 

theoretical model. 

4. Z.H.Lu and Y.G.Zhao: 

They predict a simple formula for the axial capacity 

of circular concrete field steel tube column. the 

concrete depend mainly on the ratio of the external 
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diameter of the steel tube to the plate thickness, the 

yield stress of the steel tube and unconfined 

compressive strength of the field concrete is 

empirical deductive.  

5. Fei-Yu Liao: 

He investigates the ultimate strength, flexural 

stiffness, influence of gap on the failure mode of the 

CFST specimen. The paper present the flexural 

behavior and the influence gap on the compressive 

behavior of CFST members. A total of 21 specimen 

were tested the main study is the gap type and ratio. 

the ultimate strength of CFST column and the 

accuracy of the prediction was verified by the finite 

elements results. 

6. Bao –Chun Chen 

This paper in shortly explain the present situation of 

concrete field steel tube arch bridge in china. Some 

key issues in design calculation were presented such 

as check of strength, calculation of section stiffness 

and joint fatigue strength. More than 200 CFST arch 

bridge were viewed and analysis based on the factor 

of span, type, geometric parameter and material, 

Erection method. It will be provided reference of 

CFST arch bridge for the bridge builder and 

designers. 

7. Lin- Hai  Han, Guo-Huang Yao: 

He used ABAQUS programming in this paper for 

the analyses of CFST subjected to share and 

constant axial compression .it is well understood 

that for normal concrete, compaction plays an 

important role in strength. this research find out as 

sample by different method of compaction of 

concrete as well as compaction on the strength are 

prepared. The parameter studies provide information 

the development of formula to calculate the ultimate 

strength of CFST members subjected to shear and 

constant axial comparisons the steel tube before 

filling with concrete. The strength obtained by poker 

vibrator was much more than the compaction by 

hand. This paper also present the stress distribution 

and complete average longitudinal stress-strain 

curve for CFST element. 

 

8. Georgious Giakoumelis Dennis Lam: 

This study the behavior and the design of axially 

loaded CFST circular column were presented the 

effect of tube thickness on the strength of column, 

effect of steel and bond between concrete and steel 

was studies .the study was carried over a wide range 

of concrete cube strength ranging from 30 to 

110MPa. The result obtained from the FE analyze 

were against experimental result. The results were in 

agreement with Euro code4. For high strength 

concrete very good result are obtained. 

9. P.K.Gupta,S.M.Sharda,M.S Kumar: 

         They study on the behavior of circular                

81speciment were tested to find the effect of   diameter of a 

steel tube on the load carrying capacity of concrete filled 

tubular column. Strength result of CFST was compared with 

the corresponding finding on the available review. CFST at 

a given deflected the load carrying capacity decrease with 

increase in % volume of fly-ash up to 20% but it gain 

increase at 25% fly-ash volume in concrete. 

 

III. CONCLUSION: 

 
Here in investigation, an investigation were carried out to 

determine behavior in CFST column and then compared 

then with the codal procedure for designing n axial loading. 

A wide range of research has been done on behavior of 

CFST. From the review of literature it so that CFST column 

have sufficient amount of loading capacity. As Indian 

standard has not given any specification about composite 

column there in further research in that field is needed. 

Some of results that are already published are also used too 

verify the result. 
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